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INTRO

Chernobyl - Accident or Hidden Warfare?

Do you also find it hard to
believe sometimes what
you read in the V&C every
week? Or do you belong to
those people who already
know about most of the
topics and who suffer
under the burden of the
information because you
have realized that most of
it is the truth? Even us editors are shocked afresh by
the
outrageous
backgrounds and connections
that are threatening all
humanity as never before.
These are being exposed
step by step which is exactly why V&C exists so that
we do not become resigned
or dull because of what we
already know. No! The
ones who are responsible
for these evils might try to
restrict and even take away
our living space and
breath, but we keep exposing all evil intentions and
deeds until ‘they’ run out
of breath.
The Editor (ef.)

wm. Is the real background of
the Chernobyl "accident" from
1986 still being kept secret today? Numerous experts seem to
think so. One of them is K.P.
Chetcherov, a scientist of the
Chernobyl clearance commando. He presented a series of
inconsistencies, among them
the instruction by the KGB* to
keep secret all information
about the real cause of the disaster. The renowned radiobiologist Prof. Edmund Lengfelder
spoke of the Chernobyl reactors
as the power supply for gigantic
microwave antennas which
were located nearby. This so
called "Star Wars” program
was meant to be used, among
other things, as a missile defense system by the Soviets. According to lawyer and publicist Dr.
Peter D. Beter, this program
was a strong motive for the
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American determination to stop
the Russian technological progress. Tom Bearden, a former
U.S. lieutenant colonel, analyst
for the Pentagon, and scalar
wave** specialist, spoke in
1988 at the "World Science
Conference on Security and
Disarmament". His talk was
about "secret super-weapons
that drive on the disarmament
negotiations" and he mentioned
scalar weapon battles between
the USA and the USSR in connection with the nuclear disaster. He explained that such
weapons were capable of manipulating earthquakes and weather conditions. He stated that
he himself had agreed to an
EMP (electromagnetic pulse)
attack in 1986 which had
disabled the antennas and led to
the nuclear meltdown. Numerous witnesses report having

seen blue gleams of light on the
day of the disaster, which is a
strong indication of ionized air,
which in turn is a common phenomenon with EMPs. Furthermore, measurements just before
the detonation of the core of the
reactor showed a very strong
and unexplained earthquake.
Does all of this not imply that
certain military institutions
have for some time been able to
detonate nuclear reactors anywhere on the planet? And does
this in turn not force us to reconsider the official story behind
the Fukushima meltdown?
* Russian secret service
** technology similar to HAARP
(see issue 2/2012)
Sources:
www.chemtrail.de/wp-content/
uploads/2012/06/TschernobylWeb.pdf
www.peterdavidbeter.com/
docs/all/pbde/pbde.html
www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KE771I_xwvM#t=482&hd=1

American nuclear research stops at nothing
rh. In 1942, the „Manhattan
Project“ was started in America
not only with the focus on the
development of the nuclear
bomb but also including a medical research department researching the effects of radioactive
contamination on human
beings.
Although World War II was basically over in August 1945 and
the Japanese government wanted to start peace negotiations
with the USA, the then-US-president Truman did not accept
their offer. Instead, a uranium
bomb was dropped on Hiroshima and a plutonium bomb on

Nagasaki. On September 1st,
1945 the supreme general
Douglas MacArthur declared
all radiation victims to be property of the American nuclear
research. Any treatment or examination of the already dead or
still alive victims was prohibited for Japanese doctors under
threat of imprisonment. Instead,
American doctors and photographers came in droves to conduct their research and to document it with photographs,
keeping the results top secret.
According to Kazuhiko Kobayashi, leader of the anti-nuclear
movement in Japan, from 1940

to 1989 experiments were carried out even on the American
people: Plutonium was added to
vaccines and injected to
children suffering from cancer.
Some of them died in agony.
Until today, all those atrocities
have neither come to terms yet
nor have been made good again.
* After Germany's surrender in May
1945, Japan was still at war with the
USA.
Sources:
Speech of Mr. Kazuhiko Kobayashi on
28.11.13 in Donauwörth, Germany:
“Die Folgen von Fukushima für die
Menschen, die Gesellschaft und die
Politik in Japan”
http://kenfm.de/blog/2013/11/13/
kazuhiko-kobayashi
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„Transatlantic Free Trade Area“ –
The big subjugation?
sep. The Federal Administrative right. This means at the same

Termination of parental rights by the state
Court (BVerwG) decided on September 11th, 2013: “With compulsory schooling, parents have to
accept, that the state, as responsible for education, replaces them
within the extent of school education and activities, whereby parents’ ability to influence their
children will be limited to outside
the school area.” With this decision the fundamental right in art.
6 par. 2 of the German constitution will also be limited. This
says that the care and education
of children is the natural right of
parents. Yet the BVerwG intervenes in the parental educational
right, which says: “ […] It is up
to the parents to communicate to
their children their own faith and
ideology, which they think are

time, the right to keep them away
from faith convictions, which
they consider as wrong and
harmful.”
In a time of always earlier school
enrolment (in Berlin for example,
compulsory schooling starts at
five years of age) and the increasing tendency towards all-day
schooling, an urgent question
arises: When do the parents find
time to pass their own values on
to their children?
Sources:
www.kultur-und-medienonline.blogspot.de/2013/11/
schulunterricht-zu-hause-ev-das.html
www.katholisches.info/2013/11/11/
bundesverwaltungsgericht-loestelterliche-grund-und-menschenrechteauf-der-staat-tritt-an-diestelle-der-eltern/

“No one creates greater injustice than the one
who commits it under the guise of righteousness.”
Platon

lo. The project „Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership“ (TTIP), that corresponds
to the Transatlantic Free Trade
Area (TAFTA), equals a slow
motion coup d’état, that irreversibly guarantees and expands the privileges of corporations and investors. The
negotiations held behind closed
doors have the goal to eliminate
all national regulations that
could minimize the value of
investments. In that way Germany could be sued for damages,
if they would introduce a minimum salary regime and in this
way future profits of a company
would be impaired so that compensation payments would be
due. The protection from chloride- and hormone-treated meat
as well as from GMO-food*
would cease to apply. So that
there would be neither protection duty nor any limitation in

range of goods within the free
trade area. That means that all
goods could be offered anywhere – even genetically modified food. National law that
could cut back on risky financial services could be lifted by
legal action. The leading arbitration tribunal would be occupied
by lawyers of the private sector
and submitted to the control of
the World Bank and the United
Nations. Their plans of a oneworld government and disbanding of all nations is becoming
more and more obvious.
Therefore we must not bring in
this Trojan horse “Transatlantic
Free Trade Area”!
*genetically modified organism
Sources:
Monthly Newspaper: Le Monde
Diplomatique, Nov 2013: TAFTA –
die grosse Unterwerfung”,
by Lori Wallach, p. 16-17
www.monde-diplomatique.de/
pm/2013/11/08/a0003.text

A Hymn to Life
“ March for the babies” saves triplets
juh. On October 12th, 2013 a
“March for the babies” took
place
in
Melbourne
(Australia) for the fifth time.
About 3.000 participants demanded that a law passed in
2008, which cancels all legal
protection
for
unborn
children, be reversed. About
200 violent counter-demonstrators disturbed the life protection protest march and
tried to stop them with verbal
and physical violence. A
young woman marching with
the counter demonstrators,
pregnant with triplets, was so
shocked with the aggression
of the counter-demonstrators,
that she cancelled her planned

Child is listening – long before birth

abortion! Because of that
extraordinary happening the
march reached its goal despite
all the dreadful events. Life is
stronger than death!
Source:
Information sheet: mammainfo,
No. 31, Nov./Dec. 2013:
„ ’Marsch für die Babys’ rettet
Drillingen das Leben”, p. 4-5

“A Yes to
love also
means a
Yes to life.”
Erika Frankenfeld

fe. “Even before birth, babies
can dream, kiss, and feel.” Observing fetuses, researchers
discovered that their sensory
perceptions are formed as early as the third week after conception. Their sense of touch,
for example, is active from the
eighth week on. The fetus
cuddles the placenta and experiences touch from the outside,
for example the hand of a mother or father on his or her
belly. They are able to feel joy,
fear and anger. Twins kiss and
hug and some scuffle with
each other. The hearing also
plays a really important part
from the seventeenth week on
as the child perceives the heart-

beat of the mother. Later her
voice is deeply and distinctively impressed upon the child.
Almost all the potential possibilities of a viable human
being occur quite early in the
womb of the mother.
Source:
magazine of the „Kölner Stadtanzeiger“ from January 7th 2014

Closing Point ●
“The mind, which
unwaveringly believes in
a beautiful distant goal,
can preserve the life
force which leads him
beyond the everyday life.”
Gustav Stresemann

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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